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Act I 
(prelude)

going forward, is privacy what is at stake?

Work in collaboration with Martha Poon, Joris van Hoboken, Femke Snelting



“data is the new oil”?

data broker industry that guarantees revenue through profiling, targeting ads,  

data compared to a natural resource that can be extracted and exploited 

privacy scholars interpret it as “personal data” 

focuses attention on user facing services (consumption) rather than B2B (production) efforts 



shrink wrap software



the turn to agile

shrink wrap services

waterfall model agile programming

PC cloud
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data: more like a lubricant
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data enables business optimization

Computing costs: CapEx -> OpEx

optimization of (computational) resources



feedback
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business agility
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OpEx
using AI and blockchain
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going forward, is privacy what is at stake?

information/surveillance/
privacy

optimization 
harms? 

protections?



Act II

optimization systems, a category of their own?

Work in collaboration with Martha Poon, Joris van Hoboken, Femke Snelting, 
Carmela Troncoso, Bekah Overdorf, Bogdan 



information and communication technologies

optimization systems



optimization systems

feedback is metricized under the authority of objective functions (optimization)

production and consumption collapsed to enable incremental and adaptive production

capture and manipulate behavior and environments for extraction of value 

capture real- time feedback from users and (operational) environments (cybernetics)  



risks and harms 

social sorting

mass manipulation

asymmetrical concentration of powers

majority dominance

minority erasure



risks and harms 

social sorting

mass manipulation

asymmetrical concentration of powers

majority dominance

minority erasure

even if you addressed privacy, these problems could arise!

optimization systems, a category of their own?



Act III

what could go wrong with optimization?



example: location services

if they are optimizing transport, what is the 
problem?



co-creation of ideal geographies

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3709079/A-road-gridlocked-
thousands-Pok-mon-players-swarm-Rhodes-Sydney-street.html

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3709079/A-road-gridlocked-thousands-Pok-mon-players-swarm-Rhodes-Sydney-street.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3709079/A-road-gridlocked-thousands-Pok-mon-players-swarm-Rhodes-Sydney-street.html




optimizing for asocial behavior  
or negative environmental outcomes



“Without question, the game changer has 
been the navigation apps... When the 
primary roads become congested, it 

directs vehicles into Leonia and pushed 
them onto secondary roads. We have had 

days when people can’t get out of their 
driveways.”

disregard non-users

disregard environments



benefit a few



can we identify common externalities of optimization? 

disregard non-users and environmental impact

benefit a few

exploration risksdistributional shift distribution of errors

reward hacking mass data collection

all while potentially optimizing for asocial behavior  
or negative environmental outcomes



can we identify common externalities of optimization? 

disregard non-users and environmental impact

benefit a few

exploration risksdistributional shift distribution of errors

reward hacking mass data collection

all while potentially optimizing for asocial behavior  
or negative environmental outcomes

fairness



problems with fairness framework vis a vis 
optimization : 

fairness is not the only externality

it assumes a trusted service provider

decontextualization

assume they have the incentives and the means



Act IV

Protective Optimization Technologies?



enter POTs 



enter POTs (in the wild) 

“So he decided to put up his own, virtual 
roadblock: namely, reporting bogus 

traffic data to try to trick the app into 
sending motorists away.”“Miami police have tried to pollute 

Waze’s data stream to foil the app’s 
tracking of police, speed trap and DUI 

checkpoint locations.”
“The students managed to simulate a 

traffic jam that lasted for hours, causing 
motorists on Waze to deviate from their 

planned routes.”
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Developing POTs

ad-hoc responses: systematize/effectiveness
design tools that allow users to reoptimize themselves and 

their environment

POTs: when adversarial machine learning meets PETs



Developing POTs: Step 1

Identify externalities

disregard non-users and environmental 
benefit a few

exploration risksdistributional distribution of 

reward hacking mass data collection

all while potentially optimizing for asocial behavior  



Developing POTs: Step 2

Define a benefit function: 
B(X,O) 

X: users, non-users, environments 
O: observation of system on X 

assume low values of B represent externality



Developing POTs

Define a benefit function: 
B(X,O) 

X: users, non-users, environments 
O: observation on X 

Look for local minima/negative outcomes! 

What inputs can you modify? 
X -> X’ 

to obtain a desirable O’



Developing POTs



intuition for formalization

optimization 
system

what is it optimizing for?

contains optimization algorithms

has inputs and outputs



agents

intuition for formalization

users non-users 

environments 

optimization system

agents can take actions

optimization 
system

has inputs and outputs



world
the state of the world at time t

all information about all entities
st :

agents
users non-users 

environments 

optimization system

agents can take actions

optimization 
system

has inputs and outputs



worldworld
Observation(st) :

st
system/agent view of the world

optimization 
system

has inputs and outputs

agents
users non-users 

environments 

optimization system

agents can take actions



world

st+1 = τ(st, action, output)
Observation(st)

st

how do the actions of the 
agents and the output of 
the optimization system 

affect the state?

agents
users non-users 

environments 

optimization system

agents can take actions

optimization 
system

has inputs and outputs



world

st+1 = τ(st, action, output)
Observation(st)

st

agents
users non-users 

environments 

optimization system

agents can take actions

optimization 
system

has inputs and outputs

OPT(st, actioni; τ, θ, π)
κ* = arg maxk Vπ,κ

o (st)

POT(st, actioni; τ, θ, πi≠d)
κ* = arg maxk Vπ,κ

pop(st)



Other POTs in the wild...

Uber drivers: inducing surge prices

Pokemon Go: spoofing GPS, changing OSM

Our own experiment: credit scoring outcomes



Act V

Conclusions



optimization systems
capture and manipulate behavior and environments for extraction of value 

act I: privacy has become a subproblem 

act II: optimization systems are a different beast

act IV: we need solutions from the outside (independent of service providers)

act III: optimization systems introduce externalities even if you address (differential) privacy



optimization systems
capture and manipulate behavior and environments for extraction of value 

what problems are (not) solved with POTs? 

POTs as an instance of rethinking trust models and exploring alternative interventions

POTs in service integration (interventions into 3rd party services)

when and how are POTs justified? types of pots that are/n’t justified?

how can POTs be further formalized?

POTs for protection of fundamental rights (Kumar 2018)



POTs: are they morally/politically acceptable?

Brunton and Nissenbaum

dishonesty
polluting databases

costs for service providers
costs for other users and environments

POTs-by-design cannot address all externalities

more optimization cannot solve optimizations problems
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